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ABSTRACT 

Discovery and characterization of novel materials for electronic applications 

We have performed an extensive high-throughput screening of known inorganic materials, in 
order to identify those that could be exfoliated into novel two-dimensional monolayers and 
multilayers [1], and could show promise for incorporation in novel electronic devices. The 
screening protocol first identifies bulk materials that appear layered according to a simple and 
robust chemical definition of bonding, determining then for all of these the binding energies 
of the respective monolayers, and their electronic state, magnetic configuration, and 
mechanical stability. Such protocol identifies a portfolio of close to 2,000 inorganic materials 
that appear either easily or potentially exfoliable, to be investigated further for promising 
properties. First focus has been on the the effective masses and mobilities (from the full 
solution of the Boltzmann transport equation); on topological invariants; and on 
superconductivity and charge-density waves. Thanks to the use of the AiiDA (http://aiida.net) 
materials' informatics platform, all the high-throughput calculations can be performed and 
streamlined in fully searchable and reproducible ways, they are stored in a database with their 
full provenance tree of all parent and children calculations, and can be shared with the 
community at large in the form of raw or curated data via the Materials Cloud 
(http://www.materialscloud.org) dissemination portal. 
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